Collaborative Manufacturing Intelligent Application Suite
Manage outsourced or new production from acquisitions with the same quality and control
as your own existing operations
Speed and accuracy are the new currencies of quality. A timely, precise response to production
variances can mean the difference between a profitable run and a total write-off — or worse,
consumer injury and a recall. Today’s challenges arise not from line-level quality systems but from
the fact that they are siloed, often at external partners and bridged by the slow, error-prone exchange
of spreadsheets. What would it mean to your business if all quality data from your manufacturing
ecosystem was automatically updated and available in one place in the cloud?

Consistent Quality for both Internal
and External Manufacturing

Get Ahead of Issues and
Make the Best Decisions

Whether you are dealing with mandatory health and safety
requirements, managing yields in capital-intense production
or protecting brand equity during a recall, quality is a critical
cornerstone for both regulated and unregulated industries.
Popular trends to grow through acquisitions and outsource
manufacturing present a new dilemma for corporations.
How can brand owners enforce a consistent standard
across disparate quality systems in an efficient, timely
manner? E2open’s Collaborative Manufacturing intelligent
application suite provides full visibility into and control for
all production, including existing plants, newly acquired
factories and outsourced manufacturing.

Complete visibility and control result in higher production
conformance and a distinct speed advantage when
dealing with variances. Streamlined quality processes
facilitate regulatory compliance and adherence to yield
specifications maximizes profitability. Identifying defects
or non-conformances earlier in the production cycle
allows lots to be quarantined with minimal waste, and
commonality analysis promptly reveals other batches that
need scrutiny. If required, efficient recall processes quickly
manage returns from the field to limit legal liability and
revenue loss.

Experience at Scale
E2open has more than a decade of experience enabling
seamless quality processes across internal and outsourced
production for Global 2000 companies. This includes
integration with siloed manufacturing execution and quality
systems, timely collection and normalization of data, and
the creation of product genealogies to know the ingredients
or components used in every product and exactly what
happened at each stage of production and distribution.
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Applications
Manufacturing Visibility
Gain deep visibility into contracted production processes
or distributed internal manufacturing to manage process
yields, quality conformance and regulatory compliance.

Contract Compliance
Eliminate the labor-intensive reconciliation of utilized
services and associated invoices. Multiply efficiencies
with accurate and timely payments.

Manufacturing Instructions
Streamline the exchange and archiving of manufacturing
recipes and quality notes across multiple parties. Gain
unparalleled speed for product ramp-ups and
issue resolution.

“

One of the key benefits to E2open
Collaborative Manufacturing was inventory
lot visibility. In the past, we were using
spreadsheets to share information between
us and our contract manufacturers. E2open
enables us to have the right visibility and
information, which leads to actionable
decisions with quicker action.
Director of Operations

”

Global Network Equipment Manufacturer

Manufacturing Quality & Traceability
Trace the origin of any ingredient, product, lot or
batch—along with manufacturing steps and distribution
conditions—to evaluate quality issues and manage recalls.

About E2open
At E2open, we’re creating a more connected, intelligent
supply chain. One that starts with the ability to sense and
respond to real-time demand and supply constraints.
One that brings together data from customers, channels,
suppliers, contract manufacturers and partners. One that
enables companies to use data in real time, with cognitive
artificial intelligence and machine learning to drive smarter
decisions. One that delivers all this complex information
through a single pane of glass that provides a clear view
across the supply and demand ecosystem. E2open is
changing everything. Demand. Supply. Delivered.
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